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The study introduces a mathematical model of an asynchronous motor control system for a hydraulic drive of
a crane-manipulator, the model being implemented in the Matlab Simulink package. The choice of the frequency
of the pulse-width modulation and the components of the controlled electric drive depends on the load diagram
and the characteristics of a new electric motor. The paper emphasizes some features of this choice and also
demonstrates the output characteristics of the motor powered by a sinusoidal voltage source and a frequency
converter, which is a source of modulated pulse-width voltage.
Keywords: asynchronous motor, frequency converter, controller, scalar control, pulse-width modulation.
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Crane-manipulator unit (CMU) application areas
are rather numerous and include industrial production, power engineering, construction, etc. Thanks
to their versatility most of such units are dual-use
machines [1]: they may be used as components of
transport-charging machines in artillery and missile complexes, engineer vehicles for trail blazing
and road making, artillery and missile fire position
set-up, command post preparation, etc. In this article a CMU is understood as a military-purpose
crane machine used for sequential re-charging
of the launching stations (LS) and loading and
launching stations (LLS). CMU consists of the
following main kinematically interconnected
components: base, rotary foundation, boom, jib,
telescopic part, and capping (hoist) (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. CMU Overall View: 1 – telescopic part; 2 – hoist;
3 – boom; 4 – boom extension; 5 – bringing of the pillar
to the operating position; 6 – rotary base;
7 – foundation; 8 – pillar
© Shestakov I. V., Safin N. R., 2018

In self-propelled hoisting units, power distribution from the primary engine and actuator
trajectory control with different loading is provided by means of acting on the hydraulic part
with hydraulic distribution and control (throttling) equipment introduced as its components.
In particular, in Fig. 2 the dynamics of operation
of such a CMU hydraulic drive is provided as
an example. In different operation modes excessive ripple in the hydraulic system occurs,
resulting in various local losses and unwanted
heating, which, in its turn, compromises the
efficiency, service life, and, most importantly,
reliability of the military equipment (ME)
CMU hydraulic drive. In this CMU (RF Patent
No. 162251 for a utility model), the drive applies
a new traction asynchronous motor (AM) (RF
Patent No. 184734 for a utility model is granted)
with the following specifications: power
PN = 15 kW ( Pmax = 18 kW); phase voltage
U sN = 127 V; phase current I sN = 50.38 A; supply
voltage frequency fN = 400 Hz; efficiency factor ηN = 0.8651; power factor cos ϕ N = 0.8351;
number of pole pairs zp = 4; sliding β N = 0.0269;
rotor rotation speed  N = 611.42 rad/s.
Provided the transmission general hydraulic flow diagram is retained, a reasonable solution
appears to be the transition from the throttle (discrete) control type to the displacement control,
implementation of which requires a speed-controlled pump station drive. This objective may be
achieved based on the use of an AM connected
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to the transmission electrical generator via a frequency converter (FC) – controller.
The FC introduction enables obtaining the
speed control range required for the crane units
(1:5–1:10) both in the motor and brake operation modes. The crane control convenience is
improved, the mechanical transmission, brake,
and steel structure service life is significantly increased due to the reduction of dynamic loads of
machine starts and brakes [2]. To fulfil this objective, this article describes simulation of the AM
control system for the CMU hydraulic drive.
The frequency-controlled electrical drive
for the crane machines is quite often designed
intuitively, without clear justification of selection
of the main components of electrical drive [2].
In this case the electrical drive main components
were selected based on the key parameters (power,
voltage, and current) of the drive AM and a load
chart as well as based on the power module heat
calculations (not covered in this article).
Currently, imported FC prevail at the Russian market. Due to the existing geopolitical situation import substitution doctrine is adopted in the

country. Consequently, to expand the market share
of the Russian manufacturers Russian designs and
control systems for CMU shall be developed [3].
Considering the military scope of application, substantially enhanced requirements shall be imposed
on the controller (in accordance with Klimat-6 and
Moroz-7 systems of state military standards).
Based on the comparison of the advantages
and disadvantages of different FC types [4], we
admit that the most appropriate is the option of
a two-link frequency converter (TLFC) with an
intermediate DC link and an autonomous voltage
inverter (AVI).
The mathematical simulation in this article
uses a system of basic values (to ensure unifor
mity of the simulation results and introduction of
the rational equation scaling), in the proportions
of which the AM parameters and variable states
are expressed. Using the methodology presented
in works [4, 5], we provide the results of the basic
value calculation (Table 1).
For the design of the AM control system the
information of its parameters is necessary to represent it as an equivalent T-circuit. According to
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Fig. 2. CMU hydraulic drive operation dynamics:
– signal of the boom hydraulic cylinder pressure;
– signal of the rotation hydraulic cylinder pressure; 1 – cargo lifting; 2 – boom lowering and lifting with cargo;
3 – cargo lowering; 4 – crane manipulation with 50 kg hook; 5 – foundation rotation; 6 – tipping part lifting;
7 – platform rotation; 8 – tipping part lowering
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work [5], the equivalent circuit and electric motor
electromechanical models were determined and
the calculation results are summarized in Table 2.
To develop an AM control system for the
CMU hydraulic drive, mathematical simulation

of the AM operation modes is required, arranged
in several stages:
• direct conversion of the input actions (stator phase voltages) to the rotating coordinate system;
Table 1

Basic value calculation results
Basic value description

Formula

Value

Unit of measurement

Voltage

U б = 2U sN

179.6

V

Current

I б = 2I sN

71.25

A

Ωб = ΩsN = 2πf N

2513.274

rad/s

Rotor Speed

Ωr б = Ωб / z p

628.32

rad/s

Flux Linkage

Ψ б = U б / Ωб

0.0715

Wb

Resistance

Z б = U б / Iб

2.521

Ω

Inductance

1.003·10–3

H

Torque

Lб = Ψ б / I б
М б = Pб z p / Ωб

24.74

N·m

Power

Pб = Mp Ωr б

15544.1

W
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Table 2
Results of calculation of the AM equivalent circuit and electric motor electromechanical model parameters
Description

System of physical units

System of relative units

Designation

Value

Unit of
measurement

Designation

Value

Stator winding active resistance

Rs

0.0412

Ω

rs

0.02

Stator winding inductive stray
resistance

X sσ

0.2186

Ω

x sσ

0.0867

Stator winding stray inductance

Lsσ

0.0867

mH

lsσ

0.0867

Rotor winding active resistance

Rr

0.0743

Ω

rr

0.0289

Rotor winding inductive stray
resistance

X rσ

0.1887

Ω

xrσ

0.0749

Rotor winding stray inductance

Lrσ

0.075

Ω

lrσ

0.0749

Rated magnetization inductive
resistance

X mN

5.7

Ω

xmN

2.261

Magnetization rated inductance

LmN

2.27

mH

lmN

2.261

Rated sliding

βN

0.0269

–

βN

0.0269

ζN

1.215

–

ζN

1.215

Ks

0.9631

–

ks

0.9631

Kr

0.968

–

kr

0.968

Lσэ

0.165

mH

lσэ

0.1645

Ar

31.16

s–1

αr

0.0124

Electric motor model equation
coefficients
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• solution of the system of equations of electromagnetic circuits (currents and flux linkages)
recorded for the variables in the rotating twodimensional free-oriented coordinate system;
• calculation of the electric motor electromagnetic torque;
• reverse conversion of the electromagnetic
circuit state variables to the phase values for the
alignment of the AM model with the AVI model
recorded relative to the phase magnitude instantaneous values.
To implement these stages the AM electromechanical model must contain the relevant equations discussed below.
The conversion of the AM variable coordinates includes two stages. At the first stage the
phase voltages are converted to the two-dimensional orthogonal coordinate system fixed relative
to the stator, in accordance with the expressions:
U sα = (2U sa − U sb − U sc ) / 3;
U sβ = (U sb − U sc ) / 3,

where U sα , U sβ – instantaneous values of the converted variables in the coordinate system;
U sa , U sb , U sc – instantaneous values of phase
voltages on AM stator terminals.
At the second stage transition to the coordinate system 0xy rotating with the speed ω k is
performed, the system rotation angle relative to
the fixed system is designated as θk . At this stage
the following formulae are used:
U sx = ρ xU sα + ρ yU sβ ;
U sy = −ρ yU sα + ρ xU sβ ,

where U sx , U sy – instantaneous values of the converted variables in the coordinate system 0xy ;
ρ x = cos θk , ρ y = sin θk – coordinate functions.
Herewith, pθk = ω k .
The system of equations of the AM electromagnetic circuits converted to the two-dimensional free oriented coordinate system in physical
units [4]:

U sx = Rs I sx + pΨ sx − Ωk Ψ sy ;
U sy = Rs I sy + pΨ sy + Ωk Ψ sx ;
0 = Rr I rx + pΨ rx − (Ωk − Ω) Ψ ry ;
0 = Rr I ry + pΨ ry + (Ωk − Ω) Ψ rx ;
Ψ sx = Ls I sx + Lm I rx ;
Ψ sy = Ls I sy + Lm I ry ;
Ψ rx = Lr I rx + Lm I sx ;
Ψ ry = Lr I ry + Lm I sy ;
I mx = I sx + I rx ;
I my = I sy + I ry ;
Ψ mx = Lm I mx ;
Ψ my = Lm I my ,

where Rs , Rr – stator and rotor winding resistances;
p – relative time differentiation operator;
Ψ sx , Ψ sy – stator flux linkages on axes x, y ;
 – rotor rotation speed;
I rx , I ry – rotor currents on axes x, y ;
Ψ rx , Ψ ry – rotor flux linkages on axes x, y ;
 k – coordinate system rotation speed;
Ls – stator winding total inductance,
Ls = Lm + Lsσ;
Lsσ – stator winding stray inductance;
Lm – main inductance;
Lr – rotor winding total inductance,
Lr = Lm + Lr σ ;
Lrσ – rotor winding stray inductance;
Ψ mx , Ψ my – main flux linkages on axes x, y;
I rx , I ry – magnetizing currents on axes x, y .
To calculate the AM electromagnetic torque
the following ratio is used [4]:

(

)

M = ζ N Ψ ry I sx − Ψ rx I ry ,

where ζ N – normalizing energy coefficient
equal to the ratio of the full power on the stator
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winding terminals S N to the AM electromagnetic
power PN .
In the system of relative units the AM
electromagnetic circuit equations are as follows:

56

where g1, g2 , g3 , g4 – polynomial approximation
coefficients of the electric motor magnetization
curve im = f (ψ m ).
With the saturation accounted for (in the
stator and rotor steel) the equation of connection
for this system is as follows [4]:

usx = rs isx + pψ sx − ω k ψ sy ;

(1)

usy = rs isy + pψ sy + ω k ψ sx ;

(2)

0 = rr irx + pψ rx − (ω k − ω ) ψ ry ;

(3)

0 = rr iry + pψ ry + (ω k − ω ) ψ rx ;

(4)

ψ sx = ls isx + lmirx ;

(5)

ψ sy = ls isy + lmiry ;

(6)

Losses in the rotor steel (to account for total
magnetic losses) were calculated analytically [5].
In the system of equations of “stator flux
linkages – rotor flux linkages” variables, the electromagnetic circuit equations in relative units are
as follows [5]:

ψ rx = lr irx + lmisx ;

(7)

pψ sx = usx − α sσ ψ sx + ω k ψ sy + α sσ kr ψ rx ;

(14)

ψ ry = lr iry + lmisy ;

(8)

pψ sy = usy − α sσ ψ sy − ω k ψ sx + α sσ kr ψ ry ;

(15)

imx = isx + irx ;

(9)

imy = isy + iry ;

(10)

ψ mx = lmimx ;

(11)

ψ my = lmimy ,

(12)

where lm – variable coefficient having the meaning
of the dynamic magnetizing inductance determined by the magnetization curve using formula
(13).
To obtain correct results of the mathematical simulation of the AM frequency control nonlinearity of the electric motor magnetization cha
racteristic, i. e., main magnetic circuit saturation
must be accounted for. For this purpose, during
the solution of the electromagnetic circuit equations it is necessary to determine the values of the
main flux linkage which determines the value of
the stator and rotor winding mutual inductance
coefficient. In the practical calculations, approximation of non-linear dependence lm on the main
flux linkage ψ m is used, obtained through the following expression:
lm =

(g +
1

1
g2 ψ 2m

+ g3 ψ 4m + g4 ψ 6m

)

,

(13)

ψ m + lr σ im = (ψ rx + lr σ isx )2 + (ψ ry + lr σ isy )2 .

pψ rx = 0 − α r σ ψ rx + (ω k − ω)ψ ry + αt σ ks ψ sx ; (16)
pψ ry = 0 − α r σ ψ ry − (ω k − ω)ψ rx + αt σ ks ψ sy , (17)

where kr = 1 / (1 + lr σ / lm ) – rotor coupling coefficient;
α sσ = rs / lsэ, α r σ = rr / lrэ ;
ks = 1 / (1 + lsσ / lm ) – stator coupling coefficient.
To calculate the AM currents and electromagnetic torque in relative units

where

isx = (ψ sx − kr ψ rx ) / lsэ ;

(18)

isy = (ψ sy − kr ψ ry ) / lsэ;

(19)

irx = (ψ rx − ks ψ sx ) / lrэ ;

(20)

iry = (ψ ry − ks ψ sy ) / lrэ ;

(21)

m = ζ N (ψ sy ψ rx − ψ sx ψ ry ) / lσэ,

(22)

– flux linkage coefficient [4],
lσэ = lsσ + lrσ + lsσ lrσ / lm.
In the system of equations of “stator currents
– rotor flux linkages” variables, the electromagnetic
circuit equations in relative units are as follows [4]:
lσэ
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lsэ pisx = usx − rsэisx + α ′r ψ rx + ωkr ψ ry + ω k lsэisy ;

(23)

lsэ pisy = usy − rsэ isy + α r′ ψ ry − ωkr ψ rx − ω k lsэ isx ;

(24)

pψ rx = kr rr isx − α r ψ rx + ω k ψ ry − ωψ ry ;

(25)

pψ ry = kr rr isy − α r ψ ry − ω k ψ rx + ωψ rx ,

(26)

where lsэ = lsσ + kr lr σ ;
rsэ = rs + kr2 rr + pkr lr σ ;
α r′ = kr α r − pkr ;
kr = 1 / (1 + lr σ / lm );
α r = kr rr / lm.

Equations (1)–(12), (14)–(26) in relative
units are included in the electromechanical model
blocks (AM Model_no_iteration, Static moment)
of the AM control system in the package Matlab
Simulink (Fig. 3).
The mathematical model of the AVI with
the pulse-width modulation (PWM) for building

in Matlab Simulink package was implemented
based on the vector-matrix equations and input,
intermediate, and output variables of the threephase bridging solid-state switch with the control
system [4, 5], linking the instantaneous values.
The FC model was built with account for the compensation of the AVI keys voltage drop and “dead
time” [4].
Selection of the control principle is determined by the combination of requirements to the
electrical drive. The crane gear electrical drive
must limit acceleration to the admissible limits
with the minimum duration of transient processes
and have rigid mechanical characteristics to
minimize the speed dependence on the load. The
scalar control principle is the most practicable
one in the asynchronous electrical drive due to
the simplicity of AM variable measurement and
control. AM controllability in this case may be provided by the joint control of either stator winding
frequency and voltage or frequency and current.
The first control method is commonly referred to
Mains ~
V

DN
AVI
ICD

MS

CC

CD

AVICU
CCTL
CCCU

from

from

FBS

DT
AM

Fig. 3. Block diagram of the CMU hydraulic drive AM scalar control system:
CD – command device; ICD – intensity control device; MS – mode shaper; CC – coordinate conversion;
CCCU – coordinate converter control unit; AVICU – AVI control unit; FBS – stator current feedback signal shaper;
CCTL – stator current controller
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as frequency control, whereas the second one –
as frequency-current control [6]. In case of frequency-current control the AM is supplied from
the FC operating in the current supply mode, as
a rule implemented based on the Autonomous
Current Inverter (ACI) mode. The AM positive
features in case of its supply from the ACI-based
FC may be implemented only in a closed system
using a speed sensor [6]. In severe operation
conditions the speed sensor presence somewhat
compromises the reliability and limits the application area (in confined space conditions). In
case of frequency control the AM speed variation
is attained by means of affecting the stator voltage frequency with the simultaneous variation
of the modulus (amplitude) of this voltage. The
electrical drive control system includes a certain
ratio of the stator winding terminal voltage amplitude and frequency, which is based on the proportional frequency control law ( U / f -control).
Formulation of this law takes into account the
following peculiarities [5]: in case of frequency
reduction (compared to the rated value) the stator supply voltage amplitude should be reduced
proportionally because it prevents saturation
(overheating) of the AM main magnetic circuit;
frequency increase at the constant voltage amplitude results in the magnetic flux reduction, i. e.,
to the AM magnetic field weakening in the second zone of speed control.
The optimum PWM modulation frequency
selection is a variational problem.
PWM frequency increase yields a number
of positive effects: it improves dynamic accuracy
of the input master control action reproduction
by the pulse-width modulators (in the frequency
control systems these are variable values varying
not only in the transitional but also in the steady
operation modes); it reduces the amplitudes of the
modulation ripples of AM currents, flux linkages,
and electromagnetic torque as well as the related
modulation loss components in the electric motor and supply circuit; it creates conditions for the
speed improvement and their use for the control

of the processes with enhanced electrical drive
requirements.
At the same time, the PWM frequency increase aggravates a number of negative effects,
namely: the switching frequency increase results
in the proportional increase of the switching losses
in the AVI and reduction of its admissible useful
power; effective values of the capacitive currents
in the AM supply cables and structural elements
increase; the problem of limitation of overvoltages
due to superimposition of stray electromagnetic
waves in the load circuit becomes more complicated.
PWM frequency reduction yields a reverse
effect – it reduces switching losses, increases the
AVI useful power, reduces losses due to the capacitive currents and simplifies the problem of
limitation of overvoltages due to the stray waves.
However, in this case the operation frequency
range is narrowed, the ripples of currents, flux
linkages, and electromagnetic torque as well as
acoustic pressure level during the AM operation.
To mitigate these factors material expenses for
the FC expansion with output filters are required
and utilization of the converter output voltage is
compromised.
Fig. 4 shows a block diagram of the scalar control system of the CMU electrohydraulic
transmission using the electrical drive in Matlab
Simulink software (SW). The used solver is ode23
(Bogacki-Shampine). The used integration step is
0.000001 s. The built model enables simulating
the AM operation mode in case of supply from
the sine-wave voltage supply (NOT INVERTER)
and FC (INVERTER). In the block diagram the
ICD (Intensity Control Device unit) is a non-linear
device included in the regulated value assignment
circuit and limits the rate (intensity) of the setting
signal at the control system input as a function
of time. The ICD generates smooth variation of
the master action on the external command signal from the command device. In the block diagram the Mode Shaper unit enables setting the required frequency control law, i. e. the AM supply
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Fig. 4. Block diagram of the AM scalar control system in Matlab Simulink package

inside the FC and AM subsystems the mathematical model equations are defined in the relative
units based on the data from Tables 1 and 2.
In the mathematical model of the CMU
hydraulic drive AM control system a conditional
test sequence of the electrical drive operation is
implemented and, according to the experimental data (see Fig. 2), it includes: frequency start
to the rated supply voltage frequency and amplitude (0...0.5 s); idle run – 0, 2mN (0.5...1.0 s);
hoist rope lowering – 0, 225mN (1.0...2.5 s);

E
Fig. 5. Block diagrams in Matlab Simulink package: а – FC sub-system; б – AM sub-system
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voltage as a function of frequency. Also, to shape
the current cutoff signal Sign of Active Current and Subsystem1 units are used in the block
diagram.
Fig. 5 shows the FC block diagram
(INVERTER unit, see Fig. 4) and the block diagram
of AM sub-system (AM Model_no_iteration unit,
see Fig. 4). In the model, the voltage vector modu
lus at stator winding terminals and angular rotation
speed of this vector relative to the stator are the
electrical drive controlled variable states. In Fig. 5
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cargo lifting – 0, 425mN (2.5...4.5 s); boom lowering
with the cargo – 0, 625mN (4.5...6.0 s); boom raising
with the cargo – 0, 7mN (6.0...8.0 s); cargo lowering
– 0, 35mN (8.0...9.5 s) and 0, 25mN (9.5...11.0 s);
crane manipulations with 50 kg hook – 0, 3mN
(11.0...12.0 s), 0, 275mN (12.0...13.0 s) and 0, 3mN
(13.0...14.0 s); base rotation – 0, 4mN (14.0...16.0 s);
tilting part raising – 0, 75mN (16.0...18.0 s); base
rotation – 0, 4mN (18.0...20.0 s).
Fig. 6 and 7 provide output characteristics
of the CMU hydraulic drive AM with the conditional test cycle with the AM supplied from

the FC with PWM frequency ( fШИМ ) equal to
1 and 4 kHz (output characteristics at fШИМ equal
to 2 and 8 kHz were also obtained). The graphs
provide the following curves: stator current, rotor
current, electromagnetic torque and voltage frequency. Values on the ordinate axis are marked in
relative units (r. u.), time in seconds is provided
on the abscissa axis.
Due to the pulse nature of the supply voltage
the stator current high-frequency ripples appear, as
well as, consequently, the electromagnetic torque
components with the fundamental higher harmonics
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t, s
Fig. 6. AM output characteristics in case of supply from FC with the PWM frequency fШИМ = 1 kHz:
– stator current;
– rotor current;
– electromagnetic torque;
– voltage frequency

r. u.
.
.
.
.
.

.

t, s
Fig. 7. AM output characteristics in case of supply from FC with the PWM frequency fШИМ = 4 kHz:
– stator current;
– rotor current;
– electromagnetic torque;
– voltage frequency
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in the range of 2...6 kHz (Fig. 8). Moreover, as
the load changes, the ripple amplitude somewhat
varies, which is especially prominent in case of
the AM operation from the FC with the PWM frequency of 1 kHz (see Fig. 6 and 8). In the relatively
loaded modes, for example, the boom raising
with the cargo (6.0...8.0 s) and tipping part raising
(16.0...18.0 s), the electromagnetic torque ripple
amplitude is lower than in case of operation in lowload modes, including idle run (0.5...1.0 s), hoist
rope lowering (1.0...2.5 s), and crane manipulations
with the 50 kg hook (11.0...14.0 s), in which the
AM stator current and electromagnetic torque ripple amplitudes sometimes exceed 10 r. u.
Table 3 provides quantitative results of the
spectral analysis in case of AM supplied from FC
with the PWM frequencies of 1, 2, 4 and 8 kHz
obtained using Powergui – FFT Analysis unit
(FFT – fast Fourier transform).
Based on the spectral analysis results (see

Table 3), the averaged voltage K ВГН and current
K ВГТ higher harmonic factors as a function of the
PWM frequency are equal to:
• K ВГН = 1.4344 and K ВГТ = 0.8584 at
fШИМ = 1 kHz;
• K ВГН = 0.7944 and K ВГТ = 1.5856 at
fШИМ = 2 kHz;
• K ВГН = 0.6933 and K ВГТ = 0.5504 at
fШИМ = 4 kHz;
• K ВГН = 0.7086 and K ВГТ = 0.2394 at
fШИМ = 8 kHz.
Consequently, from the viewpoint of the
minimum of the stator voltage and current higher
harmonic coefficients, the most optimum are the
frequencies with the PWM fШИМ = 4 and 8 kHz.
Herewith, it should be borne in mind that due
to the increase of the switching frequency the
switching losses in the inverter increase proportionally and its admissible useful power reduces.
Therefore, in this article, for this CMU, based on

Fig. 8. Spectral analysis of the stator current in case of operation from AM with PWM frequency fШИМ = 1 kHz
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Table 3
Spectral analysis data in case of AM operation from FC
Parameter

Load torques on the AM shaft as per the CMU conditional cycle, r. u.
0.2

0.225 0.425 0.625

0.7

0.35

0.25

0.3

0.275

0.3

0.4

0.75

Average
0.4 value, r. u.

fШИМ = 1 kHz
K ВГН, r. u. 0.9333 1.7746 1.152 1.1117 1.116 1.611 2.122 0.7465 1.762 2.066 1.089 1.876 1.2875

1.4344

K ВГТ , r. u. 0.418 0.5718 0.631 0.5672 0.5766 0.5986 1.448 0.4158 0.6968 2.243 0.5989 1.6164 0.7775

0.858

fШИМ = 2 kHz
K ВГН, r. u. 0.7788 0.7807 0.7864 0.7899 0.7946 0.7947 0.7969 0.8001 0.7999 0.7996 0.8009 0.8022 0.8023

0.7944

K ВГТ , r. u. 1.5873 1.5549 1.2343 0.9937 0.9555 1.5555 1.9098 1.8652 1.9724 1.9834 1.8016 1.1477 2.0515

1.5856

fШИМ = 4 kHz
K ВГН, r. u. 0.6904 0.6953 0.6894 0.6971 0.6985 0.6926 0.6954 0.6836 0.6947 0.6920 0.6927 0.6974 0.6940

0.6933

K ВГТ , r. u. 0.6024 0.5937 0.4859 0.3988 0.3731 0.5185 0.5789 0.5440 0.5636 0.5601 0.5044 0.3494 0.5036

0.5504
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fШИМ = 8 kHz

62

K ВГН, r. u. 0.7060 0.7092 0.7083 0.7094 0.7093 0.7019 0.7051 0.7104 0.7076 0.7084 0.7108 0.7126 0.7128

0.7086

K ВГТ, r. u. 0.2823 0.2864 0.2315 0.1870 0.1730 0.2411 0.2723 0.2642 0.2653 0.2640 0.2386 0.1632 0.2437

0.2394

the simulation results the most optimum PWM
frequency in case of AM supply from FC is assumed as fШИМ = 4 kHz because at this PWM
frequency relatively smaller higher harmonic
coefficients (stator voltage and current) in the AM
also appear.
According to the AM specifications in terms
of provision of the power part required voltage,
electric motor speed control range (1:5), as well as
required electric motor acceleration (10 Hz/s) and
braking rate, an inverter – power IGBT module
M2TKI-100-12K has been selected as a controller
for the control system. The controller power part
is the system “uncontrolled rectifier – autonomous
voltage inverter”. As the uncontrolled rectifier,
model M6D-100 has been selected.
Fig. 9 shows the schematic electrical diagram of the CMU hydraulic drive AM
control system. The control board includes
AT90CAN128-16AU microcontroller. The electrical
drive model parameters in Matlab Simulink package
may be loaded into the microcontroller. In the

control system, a stator current trip is used which
ensures effective current limitation on the AM
shaft in the transient modes. The assembly is implemented on the current sensor board including
three sensors (UI1, UI2, and UI3, connected to
the inputs X9, X10, and X11 of the control board
А1, see Fig. 9).
For the purposes of the mathematical simu
lation result validation three power controller
prototypes were made. To minimize their fabrication costs, components not listed among the
electronic components were used, such as M2TKI-100-12K, M6D-100, and AT90CAN128-16AU.
In the civil-purpose products the component base
implemented in the prototypes may be used.
In the military products the components mentioned may be replaced for the equivalents from
the electronic component list, particularly, the
power IGBT-module may be replaced for the
equivalent manufactured by Angstrem JSC
(AnM100HBA12M) and the microcontroller – for
the equivalent manufactured by PKK Milandr JSC
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(series 1886BE).
With the PWM the output voltage is shaped
as sine-modulated variable-duration pulses. The
voltage control is attained by means of pulse duration variation with the modulation law retained.
The modulation range of the modern transistor FC with the PWM for the electrical drive
varies from units to tens of kilohertz. Based on the
simulation results it is noted that reduction of the
CMU hydraulic drive shaft moment of resistance
causes an increase of the electric motor electromagnetic torque ripple, whereas PWM frequency
increase enables their reduction. Consequently,
the PWM automatic frequency trim to maximum
in case of the AM load reduction, and vice versa,
when the AM load is high, – PWM frequency reduction (to reduce the switching losses in case of
the power key switching on/off, and, consequently,
power module energy use and heat-emission

reduction), will enable reduction of the electromagnetic torque ripples on the AM shaft and optimization of the energy consumptionn.
Fig. 10 shows the CMU electrohydraulic
drive structural diagram implemented using Simscape library. In this diagram the Model Inverter_
Asynchronous motor sub-system includes an
electrical drive model developed at the preceding
stage (see Fig. 4 and 5). The next step should be
simulation of the joint operation of the hydraulic
system, mechanical part, and the created electrical drive model.
Fig. 11 shows the output characteristics of
the CMU system model in terms of speed and
movements of individual units.
Built in the Matlab Simulink package, the
CMU simulation-mathematical model enables
studying the characteristics and transient processes of the hydraulic drive (pressure, flow rate),

| Engineering |

Fig. 9. Electrical Schematic Diagram of the AM Control System for the CMU Hydraulic Drive: VD1 – rectifier module
M6D-100; VT1–VT3 – power IGBT-module M2TKI-100-12K; A1 – scalar control principle control board;
A2 – driver board IGBT with selected PWM frequency fШИМ = 4 kHz
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Fig. 10. CMU electrohydraulic drive structural diagram in Matlab Simulink
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mechanical part (movement trajectories, joint responses, cargo lifting speed, motor torque from the
hoist), electromagnetic characteristics and transient
processes of the electrical drive (power controller and
P

AM) as a function of the variations in the load, machine parameters and elements to the stage of full-scale
bench tests (and, consequently, without real costs for
the their conduct).
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Fig. 11. Output characteristics of the CMU system model operation:
a – S1, rod movement in the pillar cylinder, m; b – S2, rod movement in the boom cylinder, m;
c – V1, hoist drum rope speed, rad/s; d – S3, hoist rope movement (lowering/raising), m; e – V2, hoist rope raising speed,
m/min; f – F, foundation rotation angle, deg.; g – S4, rod movement in the telescope cylinder, m
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Therefore, after the entire set of research
and development works the power controller
prototypes were designed, fabricated, and tested.
The Certificate of the Russian Federal Service for Intellectual Property (Rospatent) of
the State Registration of Computer Software
No. 2016617322 was received for the frequency
converter (power controller) software. Based on
the power controller prototype test results, the
error of the electrical drive mathematical model
does not exceed 5 % compared with the actual
data. During the tests local overheating of the
power controller housing was observed, which is
due to both special external operating conditions
(in a confined heat-loaded compartment) and to
the absence of a forced cooling system (a finned
radiator has been used for cooling).
In the future the power controller may be
used in mobile military equipment, it complies
with the requirements of Klimat-6 and Moroz-7
systems of state military standards and has practical potential for improvement and modification.
It is also worth adding that this power controller
implementation is planned for the military pro
ducts intended for foreign markets.
The “List of Action Items on the Implementation of the Message of the President of the
Russian Federation to the Federal Assembly”
dated December 5, 2016 No. Pr-2346 (Para. 1 g)
states that, based on the previously assigned action items, it is necessary to provide the growth
of high-tech civil and dual-use product share in
the total range of products manufactured by the
defence industry companies by 2020 minimum
to 17 %, by 2025 – minimum to 30 %, by 2030
– minimum to 50 %.
In this connection an upgrade of the developed AM control system is planned to enable

its application in the conversion civil equipment
as well. Besides, the CMU hydraulic drive AM
control system upgrade is planned to reduce the
ripples of the voltage and current higher-harmonic components for the purpose of further
reduction of the energy use and heating of the
electrical drive system both in military and civil
equipment.
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Опыт создания системы управления асинхронным двигателем
для гидропривода крано-манипуляторной установки
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Представлена математическая модель системы управления асинхронным двигателем для гидропривода
крано-манипуляторной установки, реализованная в пакете Matlab Simulink. Отмечены особенности
выбора частоты широтно-импульсной модуляции и компонентов регулируемого электропривода
в зависимости от нагрузочной диаграммы и характеристик нового электродвигателя. Приведены выходные
характеристики работы электродвигателя с питанием от источника синусоидального напряжения и
преобразователя частоты, являющегося источником модулированного широтно-импульсного напряжения.
Ключевые слова: асинхронный двигатель, преобразователь частоты, контроллер, скалярное управление,
широтно-импульсная модуляция.
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